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THE RATE OF RETURN ON PENNSYLVANIA UTILITIES
W. Roy BUCKWALTER t
U. S. Supreme Court on Rate of Return
Inasmuch as the decisions of state regulatory commissions and
courts are subject to review by our federal courts, the writer will
preface the discussion of fair return, as viewed by the Pennsylvania
Commission and Courts, with a resum6 of what he believes to be the
position of our highest court with respect to rate of return.
In 1894 the Supreme Court in passing upon a rate schedule pre-
scribed by the Texas Commission ruled that rates should not only cover
the railroad's operating expenses but also the interest on bonds, hold-
ing that "Justice demands that every one should receive some compen-
sation for the use of his money or property." I The Court stressed
only the right to a return, not what rate of return was fair or
reasonable.
The Court went a step farther in the Smyth v. Ames case ruling
that the return must be "fair" or "just". How difficult was the task of
ascertaining the "just compensation" was recognized by the Court when
it stated that: "How such compensation may be ascertained, and what
are the necessary elements in such an inquiry will always be an embar-
rassing question." 2
Failure to grant rates sufficient to yield an adequate return to the
utility owners would, in the long run, harm the consumer by destroy-
ing the investors' confidence in the utility, thereby making difficult the
obtaining of funds for expansion. 3
The Court held in 19o9 that no single rate of return could be
applied to all types of utilities in all sections of the country. What is a
fair rate of return depends upon the degree of risk in the particular
utility, the nature of the locality, and the rate of return usually obtained
in that region upon investments of approximately the same risk. More-
over those utilities that had a virtual monopoly, with very little risk, and
which were free from competition could not expect as high a rate of
return as a utility subject to greater risks. In the case then before the
Court, a 6 per cent. return was allowed the utility.
4
t B. S., 1929, M. A., 1932, Ph. D., 194o, University of Pennsylvania; Faculty,
School of Commerce, Temple University; Economist, Division of Research and Anal-
ysis, National War Labor Board, Philadelphia, Pa. Author, History of Public Utility
Rate Regulation in Pennsylvania (943) 17 TEmp. L. Q. 153.
i. Reagan v. Farmers' Loan and Trust Co, 154 U. S. 362 (1894).
2. Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S. 466, 545, 546 (i898).
3. Knoxville v. Knoxville Water Co, 212 U. S. 1, x8 (i9o9).
4. Willcox v. Consolidated Gas Co, 2 2 U. S. i9, 48, 50 (19o9).
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The Lincoln Gas & Electric case, decided in 1919, is significant
because of the consideration devoted to the increase in the return on
capital during the war. A return of 6 per cent., which prior to the war
had been declared adequate for gas companies, was declared insuffi-
cient.5 How important the Court believed this general rise in the return
on capital to be in determining the fair rate of return for utilities is
indicated by the following excerpt from its decision: "It is equally
well known that annual returns upon capital and enterprise the world
over have materially increased, so that what would have been a proper
rate of return for capital invested in gas plants and similar public utili-
ties a few years ago furnishes no safe criterion for the present or for
the future."
In the Bluefleld Water Works case, decided in 1923, the Supreme
Court not only restated its earlier pronouncements concerning fair rate
of return but also made several new observations. Although a utility
is entitled to a return on its property approximately equal to that
earned at the same time in the same region by other businesses of sim-
ilar risks, "it has no constitutional right to such profits as are realized
or anticipated in highly profitable enterprises or speculative ventures". 6
Secondly, the return should be sufficient "under efficient and economical
management" to permit the utility to raise the funds needed in expand-
ing the system. Thirdly, because of changes in business conditions in
general and in opportunities for investment no one rate of return can
be said to be reasonable for a very long period. Fourthly, investors
when deciding whether to place their funds in a particular enterprise
consider the past financial history of the company. An enterprise which
has had a varying and uncertain income will have to offer a higher rate
of return to prospective investors than would a business which had a
record of reasonably high and steady earnings over a period of years.
The Court clearly indicated in 1926 that the rate of return on
bonds plus brokerage is: "Substantially less than the rate of return
required to constitute just compensation for the use of properties in
the public service". Since part of the funds for the financing of pub-
lic utilities is derived from stock the rate of return must be greater
than the interest rate on bonds plus brokerage. 7
In the United Railways case, Justice Sutherland in delivering the
Court's opinion restated the principle that a rate of return considered
adequate in the past does not apply in the present. Nor can a fixed
rate of return be applied to all types of utilities in all localities. What
5. Lincoln Gas & Electric Co. v. City of Lincoln, 250 U. S. 256, 267, 268 (1919).
6. Bluefield Water Works v. Public Service Commission of West Virginia, 262
U. S. 679, 692, 693 (1923).
7. McCardle v. Indianapolis Water Co., 272 U. S. 416, 419 (1926).
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is a fair rate of return in a particular case is a matter of approximation
rather than of precistnmathematical calculation." The most significant
point in this decision was the provision that in order for a rate of return
to be adequate there should remain, after paying operating costs, pro-
viding for depreciation and for interest and "reasonable dividends",
"something to be passed to the surplus account". Unless there is some-
thing to go into the surplus account the investor's confidence in the
financial strength of the utility will be weakened, thus making it diffi-
cult for the enterprise to raise capital when needed. A return of less
than 7.44 per cent. for the street railway company was held to be
confiscatory.
The contention of a natural gas company that it was entitled to a
return of 8 per cent. as against the -Ohio Commission's allowance of
6.5 per cent. was rejected by the Supreme Court in 1934. In approv-
ing 6.5 per cent. the Court held: "In view of business conditions,-of
which we-take judicial notice, the rate allowed was adequate". 9'
This review leads one to summarize the Court's principles as to
the rate of return as follows. Fair return is a flexible,valuation factor
which varies according to the special conditions of each case. Consid-
eration should be given to the returns paid in the past. Efficiency of
management should also be considered. The degree of risk present in
a particular utility should be given weight in determining the rate of
return. The rate granted must be sufficiently high to attract new cap-
ital for plant expansion. This amounts to saying that the utility must
be allowed a rate of return comparable to that paid by other businesses
having a similar degree of risk. Thus the Court gave recognition to
the opportunity cost theory. The rate of return is ascertained as an
over-all percentage applicable to the entire valuation rather than a cer-
tain yield to bonds and stocks individually. Prior to the World War
the Court usually recognized 6 per cent. as a fair return, while there-
after the rate rose to about 7 per cent. Since 1934 the Court has
approved returns of less than 7 per cent.
Pennsylvania Court and Commission on the Rate of Return-
1914 to 1934
More than a year prior to the Smyth v. Ames decision the Penn-
sylvania Supreme Cottrt-devoted a considerable part of its opinion con-
cerning'the validity of an increase in water rates to the question of the
8. United Railways of Baltimore v. West, 280 U. S. 234, 251, 252 (1930).
9. Dayton Power & Light Co. v. Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, 292 U. S.
290, 311 (1934).
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proper rate of return for a utility.' 0 In referring to this early case
students of valuation have not infrequently neglected to point out that,
although the Court held that the rate of return to utility owners which
could be considered fair must not be less than the legal rate of interest,
the Court also indicated there was no obligation on the part of the state
to guarantee that such a return would be paid. This is shown by the
following excerpt from the Court's opinion: "They [owners] are
entitled to a rate of return, if their property will earn it, not less than
the legal rate of interest."
A more extensive treatment of the rate of return was given by the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court in i9O8.11 Justice Mitchell enumerated
the factors which the Court believed should be considered in ascertain-
ing a rate of return. Moreover, he called attention to the fact that
what is a fair rate of return to present owners of a utility is not neces-
sarily the same rate as would be needed to attract new investors. Jus-
tice Mitchell declared: "What is a fair profit is a complicated and diffi-
cult question, but there are certain elements that are plainly to be
regarded to avoid injustice, such as the original investment, the risks
assumed at that time, the returns as compared with other enterprises as
nearly similar as may be, the cost of maintenance and improvement, the
prospects of increase and the present value in view of the preceding ele-
ments. Injustice is done by anything that fails to consider these, and
to deal equitably with the private as well as the public interests involved.
It is not necessarily regulated by what others would now make the ven-
ture for, under the present circumstances and with present knowledge."
In the case of Turtle Creek Borough v. Pennsylvania Water Com-
pany, which was decided ten days after the Public Service Act of 1914
became effective, unlike the Brymer case, no mention was made of the
legal rate of interest as marking the lower limit of the return on public
utilities. The Court held that the rate schedule must be "such as to
yield a fair return upon a just valuation of the plant." 12
Examination of the decisions of the Pennsylvania Public Service
Commission indicates that at least eight factors have been listed by this
body as important in ascertaining the rate of return. These elements
were the risks incurred by the particular utility, efficiency of manage-
ment, the price paid for capital by other enterprises, condition of the
utility's property, nature of the territory served, growth of population
and industry in the region, nearness of a gas company to coal fields,
and the fact that the consumers were mostly small users.
io. Brymer v. Butler Water Co., i79 Pa. 231, 251, 36 AtI. 249, 251 (1897).
ii. Pennsylvania Railroad v. Philadelphia County, 220 Pa. ioO, 115, 68 Atl. 676,
679 (igo8).
12. Turtle Creek Borough. v. Pennsylvania Water Co., 243 Pa. 401, 414, 90 At.
194, 198 (914).
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In several cases the Pennsylvania Commission discussed the rela-
tive weight that should be placed upon the public interest and the inter-
est of the utility. The primary purpose of state regulation of rates was
pronounced by the Commission in 1918 when it stated that: "The State
undertakes to see that the public shall be protected against undue profit
to the company and that the company shall be protected against loss of
fair return on the plant investment." 13 The Commission further ampli-
fied its stand in valuing a traction company in i92o, when it asserted
that service to the public takes priority over return on the ownerse
investment. The theory underlying the regulation of valuation and the
rate of return was expressed thus by the Commission: "The primary
object of the state in permitting the organization and operation of
respondent is service to the public. The State is not concerned in
affording its owners an opportunity to make an investment in order to
get a return thereon' The investment, however, having been made,
State and Federal Constitutions prohibit its confiscation. Return is
allowed for service rendered and service is the first consideration; the
return follows but should not precede it." 14 Commissioner Rilling
emphasized the fact that both the consumer and the utility are mutually
interested in the rate of return. "The guiding star of the Commission
in reaching its conclusions in this respect [rate of return] is the public
welfare, and in no manner can the public interest be better served than
by the adoption of a policy which will result in financially strong and
efficiently constructed public utilities in order that they may render ade-
quate service for a reasonable rate." 15
Commissions, courts, utilities, and economists have frequently
stressed the importance of opportunity cost as the measure of the fair
rate of return. In numerous instances the Pennsylvania Commission
expressed its cognizance of the importance of opportunity cost in the
setting of a fair rate of return. In 1918 the Commission stressed the
fact that in order to obtain funds with which to expand its system, in
order to keep pace with the growth of population and industry, it would
be necessary to permit the water company in question to earn a rate of
return sufficiently high to attract the required capital. The Pennsyl-
vania Commission expressed itself thus: "To maintain the desired
standard of service and to provide for the demands accompanying
growth in population and industry, money for new investments is nec-
essary and it must be readily available, that is, the business must be
on such a sound basis that banking institutions can recommend to inves-
13. Callaghan v. Springfield Consolidated Water Co., 3 P. S. C. 399, 426 (918).
14. City of Erie v. Buffalo and Lake Erie Traction Co., 4 P. S. C. 782, 783-784
(1920).
15. Borough of Kane v. Spring Water Company of Kane, 4 P. S. C. 628, 634
(1920).
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tors the purchase of the securities issued by the company." 16 Likewise
in 1920 the Commission reiterated the necessity of offering a rate of
return sufficient to attract investors, when it said: "It [the utility]
should be so maintained that it can at all times meet its needs and that
the finances required to make necessary improvements and extensions
be forthcoming. Capital, especially in these times, will not invest itself
in utilities that do not afford both ample security and a proper
return." 17
Commissioner Rilling, in re-hearing a case in 192o very clearly
expressed the role of opportunity cost when he said: "It is common
knowledge that at the present time many opportunities are afforded for
conservative eight per cent. investments, and in order to obtain needed
capital the cost to the owner of the utility, both in the rate of interest to
be paid and other respects, is greater than formerly. It is obvious that
if an eight per cent. return is assured with a greater degree of safety
in other lines than is afforded in a public utility no money will be
invested in utility properties." 18
In 1921 the Pennsylvania Commission refused to declare an
increase in rates unreasonable pointing out that: "A large part of the
new capital has been secured during the past few years at cost for the
money in excess of 8 per cent. The respondent is in constant need of
new funds each year to provide the additions and extensions necessary
to meet the public demand for service." 19 How important opportunity
cost is in the setting of a rate of return was clearly expressed by
the Commission in 1924 when it said: "It is a conceded fact that unless
public utilities can successfully compete for money for their capital
requirements, public service will suffer." 20
In several instances the Commission specifically stressed the risk
element in the ascertainment of the rate of return. Commissioner
Rilling, in 1917, directed attention to the fact that those uninsurable
hazards and risks, to which utilities are exposed, should be given weight
in fixing the rate of return.2 1  Although the Commission recognized
that various risks should be considered in setting the rate of return, it
carefully distinguished between insurable and uninsurable risks. Only
the uninsurable type could be given weight in the rate of return. The
16. Callahan v. Springfield Consolidated Water Co., 3 P. S. C. 399, 426 (1918).
17. Borough of Verona v. Suburban Water Co., 4 P. S. C. 748, 755 (1920).
I8. Borough of Kane v. Spring Water Company of Kane, 4 P. S. C. 628, 633
(1920).
1g. Sun Shipbuilding Co. v. Delaware County Electric Co., 5 P. S. C. 262, 264
(921).
20. City of York v. The York Water Co., 6 P. S. C. 666, 68o (1924).
21. Ben Avon Borough v. Ohio Valley Water Co., 2 P. S. C. 969, iool (Supp.
Rep. 1917). For the expression of a similar view by Commissioner Rilling, see Bor-
ough of Kane v. Spring Water Company of Kane, 4 P. S. C. 628, 633 (1920).
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contention of a bridge company that its rate of return should be
increased because of the unusual ice hazards on the Susquehanna River
failed to convince the Commission. An allowance of $25oo annually
for insurance was granted by the Commission.2 2  When this case
again came before the Commission in 1932 the utility claimed a 9 per
cent. rate of return because of the physical hazard of flood and damage
by ice and the economic hazard due to possible competition of other
neighboring bridges. Had the Commission allowed a return of 8 per
cent. on the fair value of $767,8oo instead of 7 per cent. and an insur-
ance allowance of $2500, the total allowable income would have been
increased $5178 or 6 per cent. If the Commission had allowed 9 per
cent., the total allowable income would have been increased $12,856,
or 15 per cent.
23
The framers of the Pennsylvania Public Service Company Law
of 1913 recognized that the utility should be permitted to share in sav-
ings resulting from efficient management. Utilities were permitted
"To participate, to such an extent as may be permitted by the Commis-
sion, and deemed by the Commission wise, for the purpose of encourag-
ing economies, efficiencies, or improvements in methods or service, in
the additional profits which will be afforded by such economies, effi-
ciencies, or improvements in methods or service." 24 The contention
of a municipality that a 6 per cent. return was sufficient for a water
company, because substantial and regular dividends had been paid for
many years, was rejected by the Commission. The Commission held
that "It does not seem to be either fair or logical to thus penalize
respondents because of the fact, that as the result of prudent and care-
ful management, their property has been a prosperous going concern
able to pay dividends to the shareholders as well as make reasonable
provisions for all the requirements of public service in the communities
in which they operate." 25 In the Philadelphia Rapid Transit case,
decided in I9z3, the Commission gave considerable attention to effi-
ciency of management, pointing out that the utility had "established
the existence of economies and efficiencies in its operation and is entitled
to share in the results thereof".2 6
22. Herring v. Clark's Ferry Bridge Co., 8 P. S. C. 61, 70 (926).
23. Public Service Commission v. Clarks Ferry Bridge Co., Ii P. S. C. 222
(932).
24. The Public Service Company Law of Pennsylvania, Pa. Laws (913) 1374,
art. 3, , I (a).
25. City of York v. York Water Co., 6 P. S. C. 666, 68o (i924).
26. City of Philadelphia v. Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co., 6 P. S. C. 431, 452
(923). Efficiency of management as a factor in setting the rate of return was also
mentioned in Verona v. Suburban Water Co., 4 P. S. C. 748 (1920) ; Erie v. Buffalo
and Lake Erie Traction Co., 4 P. S. C. 782 (1920) ; Borough of Kane v. Spring Water
Company of Kane, 4 P. S. C. 628 (192o).
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In numerous instances several state commissions have, because of
inefficient management, reduced the rateof return. The Kansas Com-
mission set rate of return for a water company at 6 per cent. until effi-
ciency increased.27  The Wisconsin Commission set the return for a
telephone company at 6 per cent. instead of 8 per cent. because of
slowness in handling service complaints. 28  A six per cent. return was
held to be adequate by the Illinois Commission for an electric utility
which rendered inadequate service. 29  Examination of Pennsylvania
Commission decisions does not reveal any such practice. In view of
the fact that the Pennsylvania Commission adhered, at least verbally,
to the view that efficiency of management should be rewarded by par-
ticipation in the savings, it would be reasonable to expect that there
would be a statement that those utilities which were below average in
efficiency of operation should be penalized in fixing the rate of return.
Not infrequently the Commission enumerated factors, which it
stated were considered in setting the rate of return, without giving any
clue as to the relative weight given to each element. Thus in setting
the rate of return for a water company in 1918 the Commission stated
that "Taking into account the condition of respondent's property and
the important territory it serves, the tremendous growth of population
and industry, the Commission finds that a rate of return of 7 per cent.
on the investment rate base will be fair and reasonable." 30 Conceding
that the Commission may have considered all the factors enumerated
it is impossible to determine, from such a general statement, what rela-
tive value, if any, was given to the various items.
In valuing a street railway company in 1932 the Pennsylvania
Commission made a worthwhile distinction between a rate of return
which was legally justified and one which was economically most profit-
able in the long run. The Commission pointed out that, although the
company was legally right in increasing its rate schedule, such increase
might not yield "a fair return or the maximum return". At the Com-
mission's suggestion the utility substituted a schedule designed to
increase the use of the street railway by the inhabitants of that com-
munity. To have instituted a rate schedule that was legally correct in
relation to the value of the property, but higher than the community
was willing to pay, would have resulted in all probability in a decline in
revenue and the rate of return.31
The Pennsylvania Commission did not consider the fairness or
unfairness of the rate of return on the basis of net returns for a short
27. Leavenworth v. Leavenworth Water Co., P. U. R. 1915 B, 611.
28. Re Lodi Telephone Co, P. U. R. 1921 D, 538.
29. Re McHenry County Light and Power Co., P. U. R. 1921 B, io.
3o. Callaghan v. Springfield Consolidated Water Co., 3 P. S. C. 399, 428 (I918).
3. Rowand v. Valley Railways, II P. S. C. 545, 547 (1932).
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period of time. In valuing a gas company in 1932 the Commission
refuted the contention that a utility is entitled to a fair return each
year. The impracticability of assuring utilities a fair return every year
was shown by the Commission in its statement that "To assume that a
company is entitled to its proper fair return each year is to assume that
rates shall be revised annually to meet the current changes in price lev-
els, depreciated values, business volumes, etc. which is impossible. The
statement of fair return is general in character and should be approxi-
mated by the facts over a reasonable period but not necessarily at every
instant therein." 32 While agreeing that the rate of return allowed utili-
ties should not be fixed, but should vary with changing conditions, the
Commission maintained that every change in business conditions did
not warrant altering the rates. This view was expressed by the Com-
mission in i92o when it stated: "One cannot read the provisions of the
Public Service Company Law without being convinced that rates to
be paid all utilities should not be maintained at a fixed and definite sta-
tionary amount, but should reflect the conditions under which each is
obliged to operate; the same to be increased or decreased as existing
conditions require. Not every change in conditions, however, should
necessarily be followed by an alteration in rates." 33
The Commission distinguished between the right to earn a fair
return on the entire property and on an extension. Where the balance
of the utility system earns sufficient revenue to pay the return on the
entire property it is not necessary that the earnings derived from an
extension be sufficient to provide a fair return thereon, unless the exten-
sion be of such size and require so much capital that the earnings of
the remainder of the system are not large enough to yield a fair return
on the entire system.
3 4
The preceding discussion deals with the Commission's concept or
philosophy of the rate of return as expressed in its numerous decisions.
Let us now examine these cases in order to ascertain the actual rate
set by the Commission. Prior to 1934 the Commission seldom deviated
from a 7 per cent. return on the fair value of the property. In the
Bloomsburg Water Co. case, decided in i92o, the rate of return, allow-
ing for depreciation, was slightly less than 7 per cent. on the basis of
an historical cost of $247,ooo. On the basis of capitalization, the
return, allowing for depreciation, did not exceed 6 per cent.35 The
revenue available for depreciation and return on a gas company under
the rates complained against was 6.8 per cent.; allowing for deprecia-
32. Chambersburg v. Chambersburg Gas Co., I P. S. C. 70, 703 (1932).
33. Erie v. Buffalo and Lake Erie Traction Co., 4 P. S. C. 782, 785 (920).
34- Morris Township v. Morris Water Co., 13 P. S. C. 309 (1934).
35. Town of Bloomsburg v. Bloomsburg Water Co., 4 P. S. C. 58o (1920).
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tion the return on the fair value of $195,ooo did not exceed 6 per cent.
A rate reduction was ordered by the Commission on the grounds that
the consumers were mostly small users.36
Fairness of the rate of return in the case of street railways was
influenced considerably by the growth of competing methods of trans-
portation, the private automobile and the bus. In valuing the Valley
Railways Company in I919, the Commission, in reply to the utility's
claim for an 8 per cent. return, stated that "We are not prepared to
say that this request is unreasonable, but the net revenue available from
a seven cent fare would not produce 8 per cent., and we do not consider
that the fare should be more than seven cents." 37 Apparently the Com-
mission felt that, in spite of the probable justice of an 8 per cent. return,
the increase in fares which would be necessary in order to pay an 8 per
cent. return might result in a decline in traffic and also work a hardship
on the users of trolley service. Under the schedule of rates approved
by the Commission, the net income, after operating expenses and annual
depreciation were deducted, was equal to but 4.85 per cent. on the fair
value of $2,350,000. In approving this schedule the Commission made
no statement that a yield of 4.85 per cent. was confiscatory. Similarly
in 1921 the Commission, in approving a rate schedule which would
yield a return of but 4.33 per cent. made no mention of the inadequacy
of this return in this period of high interest rates.38
In a few cases the Commission granted a rate of return in excess
of 7 per cent. Commission approval of a rate schedule which would
yield over 9 per cent. on the fair value of the property was refused in
1917. The schedule approved by the Commission yielded 7.14 per
cent.39 Because of local conditions and the difficulty of obtaining new
capital, the Commission granted an 8 per cent. return to a water com-
pany in 1918.40 The Commission's reasoning in this case seems rather
clouded because, while attributing the 8 per cent. return primarily to
the high rate of return necessary to secure new capital, it was pointed
out by the Commission that inasmuch as the population of the district
has remained stationary for many years, there seemed very little like-
lihood of any need for additional capital for plant expansion.
The fairness of a return in excess of 7 per cent. for an electric
company which had been borrowing large sums of capital for several
years at a cost in excess of 8 per cent., was supported by the Commis-
36. Berwick v. Berwick Gas Co., 5 P. S. C. 285 (1921).
37. Moore v. Valley Railways Co., 4 P. S. C. 8i, 88 (igig).
38. Borough ofAshland v. Shamoldn and Mt Carmel Transit Co., 5 P. S. C. 135
(1921).
39. Cover v. Highspire Water Co., 2 P. S. C. 830 (I917).
40. Montrose v. Consumers Water Company of Montrose, 3 P. S. C. 265 (I918).
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sion in 1921. 4 1 A careful examination of all the facts in this case and
the Commission's opinion indicate that the Commission supported an 8
per cent. return, not on the entire property, but only on that part of the
plant constructed with funds borrowed at the high interest rates pre-
vailing during the war and post war period.
In numerous cases Commissioner Rilling argued for a rate of
return in excess of 7 per cent. His stand was based on the contention
that the property of a utility was a specialized type of capital subject
to government supervision and not readily salable except at scrap value.
Moreover since there were many conservative investments offering an
8 per cent. return, it was necessary to permit a comparable return to
utilities in order to insure an adequate supply of new capital.
4 2
With the exception of the several cases discussed above, the Penn-
sylvania Commission used a 7 per cent. return. This rather rigid
adherence to 7 per cent. has been attributed to early decisions of the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court which ruled that a rate less than the legal
rate of interest was unreasonable.43  Admitting that the Commission,
in its first case, may have been influenced by these court decisions,
other reasons seem equally potent. The United States Supreme Court
in 1919 declared insufficient a return of 6 per cent., which prior to the
war had been adequate. 44  In but one instance has the United States
Supreme Court declared a 7 per cent. return inadequate. Thus by
adhering to a 7 per cent. return during the war and post war period
the Pennsylvania Commission adopted a rate which the Courts would,
in all probability, approve as fair to the owners of the utility and not
unjust to the consumer. Moreover, examination of the opinions of the
Pennsylvania Superior Court in valuation cases does not reveal any
statement by that court that the lower limit for the rate of return was
6 per cent. In fact from the opinion of the Superior Court in the
Scranton-Spring Brook case that a maximum rate of return, applicable
to all kinds of utilities, could not be set due to variation in the facts
from case to case, it could be argued that no fixed minimum rate of
return could be set, applicable to all utilities.
45
Several other Commissions likewise adhered more or less consist-
ently to a rate of return in excess of 6 per cent. Of 142 valuation
cases decided by the Illinois Commission prior to 1925, the rate of
41. Sun Shipbuilding Co. v. Delaware County Electric Co., 5 P. S. C. 262 (1921).
42. Ben Avon v. Ohio Valley Water Co., 2 P. S. C. 969, ioo3 (1917) ; Borough
of Kane v. Spring Water Co. of Kane, 4 P. S. C. 628, 633 (1920) ; Erie v. Pennsyl-
vania Gas Co., 5 P. S. C. 264, 280 (1921).
43. Brymer v. Butler Water Co., 179 Pa. 231, 251 (1897) ; Pennsylvania Railroad
v. Philadelphia County, 220 Pa. IOO, I5 (19o8).
44. Lincoln Gas and Electric Light Co. v. City of Lincoln, 250 U. S. 256 (1919).
45. Scranton-Spring Brook Water Service Co. v. Public Service Commission, ig
Pa. Sup. 117, x8I At. 77 (935).
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return in 31 per cent. of the cases was set at exactly 7 per cent. A rate
of return of less than 6 per cent. was set in only 28 per cent. of the
cases, and in no instance was the return in excess of 8 per cent. In 70
per cent. of the cases the rate of return was fixed between 6 per cent.
and 8 per cent.46 In valuing a utility in 1918 the Illinois Commission
stated that the rate of return which it usually granted was 7 per cent.
4 7
The Commission on Revision of the Public Service Company Law
of the State of New York indicated in its report that an 8 per cent.
return was a settled policy with the New York Commission. This was
true in spite of the fact that each case had its own peculiar conditions.
In twenty-eight of the thirty-three valuation cases decided by the New
York Commission from 1916 to 1921, the return was set at 8 per cent.
The rate was in no instance less than 7 per cent. A flat 8 per cent. was
fixed in twenty-eight of the forty cases decided from 192I to 1929. In
only three of the forty cases was the return set at less than 7 per cent.
The average return for the 1921-1929 period was 7.67 per cent.48
Pegrum concluded that although the California Commission has
frequently stated that no one rate of return fitted all cases, the rate
actually set "usually centers around 8 per cent.". 49 The rate of return,
prior to the depression, as fixed by the California Commission tended
"to be fixed by more or less rigid and absolute standards".
The writer's contention that the Pennsylvania Commission's adop-
tion of a 7 per cent. rate of return was not due chiefly to the early pro-
nouncements of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court that the rate of return
must not fall below the legal rate of interest, but was in agreement with
the general tendency among commissions to allow a rate somewhere
between 7 per cent. and 8 per cent. is supported by a study of 163 cases
decided by the various commissions and courts from 1915 to 1930. In
134 of the 163 cases the return allowed lay between 7 per cent. and 8
per cent. This comparison leads one to conclude that the rate of return
allowed to utilities in Pennsylvania, particularly water, electric and tele-
phone companies was not so high as was allowed by numerous other
commissions.5 0
The contention has been made that inasmuch as the Transporta-
tion Act of 1920 set the rate of return for railroads at 5Y2 per cent.,
the consumers of public services in Pennsylvania would have had a
46. Kneier, State Regulation of Public Utilities in Illinois (1926) 14 UNIVERSITY
OF ILLINOIS STUDIES IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 197.
47. In re Monmouth Public Service Co., P. U. R. i918 D, 121.
48. REPORT OF COMMISSION ON REVISION OF PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONS LAW,
STATE OF NEW YORK (930) Hearings, Vol. 3, pp. 2825-283o.
49. Pegrum, Rate Theories and The California Railroad Commission (1932) 10
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PUBLICATIONS IN ECONOMICS 38.
50. SMITH, THE FAIR RATE OF RETURN IN PUBLIC UTILITY REGULATION (1932)
131.
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good case for demanding that the rate of return be set at less than 7 per
cent. Granting the validity of this view the writer directs attention to
the fact that consumers in other states, where the return allowed ex-
ceeded 7 per cent., and was as much as 8 per cent. in numerous in-
stances, had an even stronger case for seeking a reduction in the rate
of return than did consumers in Pennsylvania.
The writer's contention that the rate of return allowed by the
Pennsylvania Commission, 7 per cent., was in line with that granted
by other commissions, following the dictates of the federal courts, is
substantiated by the fact that in each of the twelve cases decided by
the various United States District Courts between 1917 and 1930, the
return allowed was 7 per cent. or higher, and in 8 of the 12 cases it
was set at 8 per cent. A well known authority on utility valuation has
thus described the views of the United States Supreme Court on the
rate of return and the effect of its views on commissions: "For the
most part, there is a tendency toward standardization near 7 per cent.
When in any instance the percentage is lower there is close scrutiny
as to its adequacy. When it is higher, the excess is subjected to special
attack. The standard rate is practically 7 per cent., with moderate
deviation only as conditions distinctly warrant or require a higher or
lower percentage. Exact market conditions and variations are mostly
ignored." 51
Efforts To Obtain More Than 7 Per Cent.
It is apparent from the above evidence that consumers had little
chance of obtaining a reduction of the return below 7 per cent., nor
was there much likelihood of a rate being granted in excess of 8 per
cent. In several cases, however, the complainants and respondents
argued for a rate of return other than 7 per cent.
The respondents in the Westmoreland Water case, decided in 1917,
contended that three elements should be considered in setting the rate
of return.52 One factor was the company's early history, the condi-
tions under which the plant was originally built and the difficulty of
obtaining capital. A second factor was the rate of return then neces-
sary to attract capital for purposes of extensions and betterment. The
respondent's witnesses could not agree as to what rate was necessary
to attract additional capital as shown by the fact that one expert set
8 per cent., another 9 per cent., and a third io per cent. The third
element advanced by the utility was the rate of return which would
51. BAUER AND GOLD, PUBLIC UTILITY VALUATION FOR PURPOSES OF RATE CON-
TROL (1934) 354.
52. Greensburg v. Westmoreland Water Co., 2 P. S. C. 1034 (1917). The argu-
ments in full were given in the respondents' brief.
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be necessary, in the future, to attract capital to the utility. A fair
rate of return was held by the water company to be not less than 7 2
per cent.
In this same case the complainants argued that a 6 per cent. return
was adequate. They maintained that since the utility held an exclusive
franchise to serve the region it would be protected from competition
and should, because of the small risk involved, not receive more than
6 per cent. In 192o a water company argued unsuccessfully for an
8 per cent. return.
53
The complainants in the York Water case contended that because
the company had paid substantial and regular dividends for many
years, a 6 per cent. return was adequate. In reply the Commission
stated that to set the return at 6 per cent. because the company had been
successful in the past would penalize "prudent and careful manage-
ment".
54
In the Philadelphia Rapid Transit case, decided in 1923, the
utility contended for an 8 per cent. return as necessary to avoid con-
fiscation. Numerous decisions by other commissions were cited
wherein an 8 per cent. return was granted to various types of utilities
in 1921 and 1922. 5 5 Examination of the decisions of other commis-
sions in street railway cases indicates that the return allowed centered
around 7 per cent.
Efforts of a telephone company to obtain a return of 7.42 per
cent. in 1929 were denied by the Commission.5 6 Likewise in 193o a
sewerage company failed to convince the Commission that it should
receive a return of 7.5 per cent.
5 7
Rate of Return 1934-1937
On April 2, 1934, the Pennsylvania Commission adopted a reso-
lution that a 6 per cent. rate of return was adequate so long as the
existing economic conditions prevailed. The resolution was as follows:
"That so long as the present economic conditions of the country exist,
this Commission believes that an annual rate of return of six per centum
(6%) to public service companies in its jurisdiction is a fair and
reasonable return on the value of the property used and useful in the
53. Borough of Kane v. Spring 'Water Co. of Kane, 4 P. S. C. 628 (1920). CoM-
plaint Docket No. 1380, on file with Public Service Commission, Harrisburg.
54. York v. York Water Co., 6 P. S. C. 666, 68o (1924).
55. Philadelphia v. Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co., 6 P. S. C. 431 (1923). Re-
spondent's brief.
56. Franke v. Johnstown Telephone Co., 9 P. S. C. 667 (1929).
57. Ruttle v. Cheltenham & Abington Sewerage Co., 10 P. S. C. 502 (1930).
Complaint Docket No. 8075, on file with the Public Service Commission, Harrisburg.
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rendition of the service to the public." Until its abolition in 1937 the
Pennsylvania Commission adhered to the 6 per cent. rate.58
Examination of decisions handed down by numerous commissions
and courts indicate that the Pennsylvania Commission either failed to
realize, as soon as did other regulatory bodies, that the depressed con-
dition of business in general should be given weight in setting the
rate of return for utilities, or, if it was cognizant of this situation, was
hesitant to admit its existence.
As early as 1923 the United States Supreme Court clearly indi-
cated that changing economic conditions warranted a change in the
rate of return, when it stated that: "A rate of return may be reasonable
at one time and become too high or too low by changes affecting oppor-
tunities for investment, the money market and business conditions gen-
erally." 59 The same Court ruled in 1930 that: "What is a fair return
within this principle cannot be settled by invoking decisions of this
court made years ago based upon conditions radically different from
those which prevail today. The problem is one to be tested primarily
by present-day conditions." 60 Early in 1932 Chief Justice Hughes
dwelt upon the weight which should be attached to the change in
economic conditions which occurred between September, 1928, and 1931.
Justice Hughes said that: "It is plain that a record which was dosed
in September, 1928, cannot be regarded as representative of the con-
ditions existing in 1931. That record pertains to a different economic
era and furnished no adequate criterion of present requirements. This
is not the usual case of possible fluctuating conditions but of a changed
economic level." 61
During 1932 two United States District Courts upheld the lower-
ing of the rate of return. In 1932 the Indiana Commission lowered
the rate of return of a water company, set at 7.5 per cent. in 1926, to
6 per cent. In refusing the utility an injunction against the enforce-
ment of the Commission's order, the Court in July, 1932, held that:
"We have concluded that a rate of return of 6 per cent. under the
conditions existing today would not be confiscatory." 62 A Federal
Court likewise refused in January, 1933, to grant a temporary injunc-
58. Scranton v. Scranton-Spring Brook Water Co., I3 P. S. C. i (934); Ko-
wvalski v. Mocanaqua Water Co., 13 P. S. C. 377 (1934) ; Frackville Taxpayers Asso-
ciation v. Frackville Sewerage Co., 13 P. S. C. 512 (1934); Taxpayers Protective
Association of Easton v. Lehigh Water Co., 14 P. S. C. I (1935) ; Himes v. Pennsyl-
vania Power and Light Co., 15 P. S. C. 511 (1936); Public Service Commission v.
Cheltenham and Abington Sewerage Co., 16 P. S. C. 118 (1936).
59. Bluefield Water Works v. Public Service Commission, 262 U. S. 679, 692, 693
(1923).
6o. United Railways and Electric Co. v. West, 28o U. S. 234, 249 (1930).
6r. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. R. v. United States, 284 U. S. 248, 26o
(1932).
62. Indianapolis Water Co. v. McCardle, P. U. . 1933 B, 222, 223.
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tion restraining the enforcement of a rate order of the Illinois Com-
mission resulting in a return of 5.17 per cent. for a water company.
The Court ruled that: "Under the existing generally depressed indus-
trial and financial conditions, indicating a greatly abnormal condition
both generally and locally, all of which appears in the record, we are
not warranted in finding that the probable return of 5.17 per cent. is
confiscatory." 63
In numerous instances in 1932 commissions, relying upon the
above discussed views of the United States Supreme Court, ordered
rates which resulted in a reduction in the rate of return. The Connecti-
cut Commission held in January, 1932, that, "In determining the rates
and the percentage rate of return to be allowed on the fixed capital, some
consideration should be given, the Commission believes, to the general
economic conditions obtaining throughout the country." 64 Recogni-
tion of the fact that business conditions in general must be considered
in regulating the return granted to utilities was expressed by the Wis-
consin Commission, in June, 1932. The Commission ruled that "When
business generally is at as low an ebb of activity and profitableness as
it is at this hour it is inevitable that the respondent telephone company
must be content with a more moderate return than is its due in times
of normal or more nearly normal business conditions." 65
The Tennessee Commission stated in October, 1932, that "This
Commission and all judicial tribunals must take judicial knowledge of
the fact that an economic crisis of the greatest proportions exists
throughout the United States and that a fair return on any particular
property must be determined by conditions that exist at the time the
return is allowed." 66 Similar views were expressed by the Commis-
sions of New York, Washington and the District of Columbia.T The
Texas Commission ruled in March, 1933, that since a 6 per cent. return
was equivalent in purchasing power to a 9 per cent. return in 1929,
the lower return was fair.18  Thus while most commissions, by the
end of 1933, were allowing a 6 per cent. return, the -Pennsylvania Com-
mission still adhered to a 7 per cent. rate.69
63. Kankakee Water Co. v. Gilbert, P. U. R. I933 B, 145, 146.
64. Town of Seymour v. Seymour Water Co., P. U. R. 1932 B, 175.
65. In re Wisconsin Telephone Co., P. U. R. 1932 D, 173.
66. In re Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Co., P. U. R. 1932 E, 386.
67. In re Yonkers Railroad Co., P. U. R. 1933 B, 61, 64 (1932) ; Dept. of Public
Works of Washington v. West Coast Telephone Co., P. U. R. 1933 A, 487 (1932) ; In
re Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Co., P. U. R. 1932 E, 193 (1932).
68. In re Lone Star Gas Co., P. U. R. 1933 C, I.
69. BERNSTRIN, PUBLIC UTILITY RATE MAKING AND THE PRICE LEvx.L (1937) 118.
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Actual Rate of Return Earned by Pennsylvania Utilities
Our discussion of the rate of return has dealt with the rate which
the Pennsylvania Commission set as fair in its decisions. Let us now
examine to what extent the utilities conformed to the 7 per cent. rate.
Although it is readily admitted that the outstanding securities of a
utility are a poor index of its fair value, there were sufficient cases on
the Commission's record wherein outstanding securities greatly exceeded
the fair value to indicate the wisdom of investigating companies when
rate of return on their capitalization considerably exceeded 7 per cent.
Capitalization exceeded fair value in at least eighteen cases decided
by the Commission between 1916 and 1927. The excess of outstand-
ing securities over the fair value set by the Commission is shown in
the table set forth at the end of this article. Attention is directed to
the fact that in several instances the outstanding securities are two and
a half times the sum set for fair value.
Evidence was introduced at the legislative investigation, March,
1931, to show that the Pennsylvania Commission was aware of high
earnings in the electrical industry as indicated by the company reports
filed with the Commission and by the reports of the Commission's
Bureau of Accounting.7" Of nineteen electric companies listed in the
investigation, six were earning over 14 per cent. on the common stock,
three were earning over 40 per cent. and two were earning over 50
per cent. In 1927, one company earned ioo per cent. on its common
stock. It would be indeed difficult to justify such earnings, even during
the period from 1920 to 1930, on the grounds of the then current cost
of funds.
An accountant for the House Investigating Committee, using the
reports of fifty-three electric companies to the Pennsylvania Commis-
sion, found that on the basis of fixed capital, thirty-two companies
earned IO per cent. or more during 1929. Seventeen companies earned
15 per cent. or more; and thirteen earned 20 per cent. or higher. 71
One company paid common stock dividends in 1924, 1925 and
1926 of 14Y, I6, and Ii per cent. respectively. 2 From 1927 to 1930
inclusive the Chester Valley Electric earned I 1.7, 12, 14.4, and 13 per
cent. respectively on its fixed capital. Earnings on the capital stock
for the same years were 64, 75, 88 and 83 per cent. respectively.
70. Report of House Committee on Investigation of Public Service Commission
(1931) 4 PENNSYLVANIA LEGISLATIVE JOURNAL 5309 et seq. This was the majority
report submitted May 25, 1931.
71. PENNSYLVANIA LEGISLATIVE JOURNAL (App. 1931) 6954-6975.
72. The West Penn Power Co.; MOODY, MANUAL OF PUBLIC UTILITY INVEST-
MENTS.
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Another example of high earnings in the electric industry during
the nineteen-twenties was the Scranton Electric Company. In every
year from 1925 to 1930 inclusive the earnings on fixed capital exceeded
12.9 per cent. and during three of the six years they were 15 per cent.
or higher. During the same years earnings on the capital stock did
not fall below 48 per cent. and for two years were somewhat in excess
of ioo per cent. A cash dividend of 48 per cent. was paid in 1927.
Numerous other electric companies with high earnings on common
stock could be listed. However, the numerous Pennsylvania Commis-
sion cases in which outstanding securities exceeded fair value and the
fact that a high return was earned by a goodly number of electric com-
panies on fixed capital, and particularly on the common stock, should
have been sufficient evidence to stimulate some action on the part of
the Commission. It is significant that no rate investigation was started
on the Commission's own initiative until 193o, although it was clearly
empowered to do so under the provisions of the Public Service Com-
pany Law.
7 3
Commission laxity in compelling adherence to its prescribed rate
of return was evident in the Clark's Ferry Bridge case. Although the
Pennsylvania Commission, in 1926, set this company's gross annual
revenue at $85,905, the actual revenue during each of the four suc-
ceeding years exceeded the prescribed sum by at least $32,000. In
1929 the excess was $55,653.74 Likewise the Elwood Water Com-
pany was granted a total revenue of $71,25o and a return of $30,450
in I921. In 1923 and 1924 the actual gross revenue exceeded the
Commission's figure by more than $13,OOO; and in 1925 and 1926 by
$27,ooo and $31,ooo respectively. For each year from 1923 to 1926
inclusive the sum available for interest and dividends exceeded the
prescribed sum. In 1923 and 1926 the amount actually available for
interest and dividends exceeded the Commission's allowance by 19
and 35 per cent. respectively. 75
The Waynesburg Water Company case, decided in 1922, also
revealed a rather consistent exceeding of the Commission's total allow-
able income and rate of return. A total allowable income of $33,000
was fixed by the Commission. In all but one of the four succeeding
years the gross income exceeded the Commission figure by at least 20
per cent. and in 1926 by 33 per cent. Even if we concede that the
excess income above the Commission's figure was partly consumed
73. Pa. Laws (1913) 1374, art. 5, § 20 (a), "The Commission shall have power,
upon application or upon its own motion, to ascertain and determine the fair value of
the property of every public service company in this Commonwealth, ..
74. (193) 4 PENNSYLVANIA LEGISLATIVE JOURNAL 5313.
75. Elwood City v. Elwood Water Co., 5 P. S. C. 214 (92).
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by increased operating expenses, attention is directed to the fact that
in each of the four succeeding years the net income available for
interest and dividends exceeded the Commission figure by 15 per cent.,
and by 34 per cent. in 1926. Inasmuch as there was practically no
change in the fixed assets of the company from the time of the Com-
mission's decision, there appears to be no justification for these exces-
sive earnings. The net income available for interest and dividends
from 1923 to 1926 inclusive was equivalent to a 7 per cent. return on
a fair value of $235,000, $268,ooo, $228,ooo and $24o,ooo. Fair
value was set by the Commission in 1922 at $2oo,ooo.
76
The South Pittsburgh Water Company case, decided in 1927, fur-
nishes an excellent illustration of the consistent exceeding of the return
allowed by the Commission. Fair value was set at $7,5oo,ooo and
the return 7 per cent., or $525,ooo. During each of the next four
years the net income available for interest and dividends exceeded the
above return by no less than $18i,ooo or an excess of 34 per cent.
In 1931 the sum available for interest and dividends exceeded the
Commission figure by $426,oo or an excess of 81 per cent. The net
income for each of the four years was equivalent to a 7 per cent.
return on a fair value of $10,102,000, $11,419,865, $12,o64,00o and
$13,602,ooo respectively. Even though we augment the fair value of
$7,5oo,ooo set in 1927 by the increase in the fixed assets, as shown
by the company's balance sheet, the net income available for interest
and dividends yields more than 7 per cent. on the resulting figure. For
example, if the $7,500,000 fair value is increased by the rise in fixed
assets during 1928, $464,ooo, the net income for 1928 of $706,439
would yield a return of 8.8 per cent. on the combined fair value and
fixed asset increase. In 1931, using the same method, and making
no reduction due to the lower price level prevailing at this date, the net
income was equivalent to a IO per cent. return on the Commission's
$7,5oo,ooo fair value plus the $2,ooo,ooo increase in fixed assets, as
reported in the Company's balance sheet.
77
These several illustrations appear to support the belief that the
Commission failed to compel compliance to its orders with respect to
gross income and return on the fair value.78 It cannot be argued that,
having set a fair value and the rate of return, the Commission had no
further means of compulsion at its disposal. Article 6, section 34 of
the Public Service Company Act provided that the Attorney General
76. Waynesburg v. Waynesburg Water Co., 5 P. S. C. 745 (1922).
77. Pittsburgh v. South Pittsburgh Water Co., 8 P. S. C. 764 (1927).
78. The fact that many of the small utilities valued by the Commission did not
submit reports to rating agencies, or were parts of larger systems and did not issue
individual reports, made it impossible to check on their actual rate of return.
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"shall also, upon request of the Commission, or upon his own motion,
proceed, in the name of the Commonwealth, by mandamus, injunction,
or quo warranto, or other appropriate remedy at law or in equity to
restrain violations of the provisions of this Act, or of the orders of the
Commission."
Summary
Our examination of the Pennsylvania Commission's fixing of fair
return, particularly prior to April, 1934, indicates rather clearly that
little or no effort was made to consider the various elements usually
enumerated as influencing factors. Efficiency of management, the
degree of risk, and rate of return usually obtained in the locality, all
of which have been listed by the United States Supreme Court as affect-
ing the rate of return were given little actual weight by the Pennsyl-
vania Commission. Where numerous factors were listed by the Com-
mission, little indication was given as to the relative weight of each
in the determination of fair return. If the several elements usually
listed as determinants had been actually considered in each case it is
hardly likely that a 7 per cent. return would have been found in practi-
cally all cases.
7 9
Students of utility valuation for rate-making frequently set as the
proper rate of return the rate earned by privately operated industries
having comparable risks. The weakness of this standard lies in the
difficulty of ascertaining industries attended by a similar degree of
risk. Examination of the writing of those who advance this measure
of fair return fails to reveal mention of specific industries having the
same degree of risk as do utilities. Many Pennsylvania water com-
panies have been in operation for more than fifty years. Unregulated
Pennsylvania industries attended by such a small amount of risk would
be difficult to find. Businesses having the same degree of risk as do
most utilities are usually monopolistic rather than competitive, such as
industries possessing valuable patents and processes, and those owning
resources limited in quantity and distribution. Such industries obviously
do not provide a satisfactory basis for comparison."0
79. The Pennsylvania Commission was not alone in its failure to analyze the weight
attached to the various elements considered in ascertaining the fair rate of return.
From his study of more than one thousand Commission and court cases, decided be-
tween 1915 and 1928, Smith concluded that little or no explanation was given of the
relative weight attached to the several factors said to have been considered in arriving
at the fair rate of return. SMITH, THE FAIR RATE OF RETURN IN PUBLIC UTILITY
REGULATION (1932) c. 6.
8o. Wu points out that "Seldom do those, who testify on fair return from the
standpoint of risk, present any exhibits showing the actual earnings of other industries
subject to the same risks." WU, RAILROAD VALUATION AND FAIR RETURN (1930) 90.
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In selecting unregulated industries of comparable risks it would
be necessary to measure the extent and nature of various types of risks
such as the risk of competition, population shift, and the introduction
of substitute products. The difficulty of such a task is indicated by the
paucity of studies dealing with the relative risks of utilities and unregu-
lated enterprises.
The generally conceded fact that utilities as a group are attended
by less risk than is present in unregulated enterprises is not a measure
of the extent of this difference in risk. Moreover assuming that such
a measure could be determined for the utility industry as a whole, it
would also be necessary to determine the difference in risk prevailing
in the various types of utilities as compared with unregulated businesses.
A study of utility risks from i9o9 to 1929 revealed that subse-
quent to 1921 the risks in utilities, excepting electric railways and
steam railways, declined more rapidly than in industrial enterprises.
81
Reinboth shows that by 1927 the yield on utility bonds was less than
on industrial bonds. Moody's comparison of utility and industrial
bond yield substantiates this conclusion. On the basis of forty indus-
trial and forty utility bonds, consisting of four groups of bonds differ-
ing in grade, the annual average bond yield for each year from 1922
to 1930 was less than that of industrials.82 Since 1917 the price of
new capital derived from bond issues has been also consistently lower
for utilities than for industrials. This decline in the price of utility
capital is attributable to the growth of urban centers, increased per
capita consumption and decreasing operating costs.
That utilities must be allowed a return sufficient to attract the
necessary capital for expansion is conceded. However, it is significant
that as the credit position of utilities rose they were able in the post-
war period to dispose of their securities "at very favorable rates, both
absolutely and comparatively".
83
Examination of Pennsylvania Commission decisions during the
post war period shows it to have been either unaware or unmindful of
the declining cost of utility capital. Moreover, it is to be remembered
that in numerous instances the utilities valued had not sold bonds or
stocks for some years, nor were they contemplating expansion. To
base the rate of return in such cases on the cost of capital at the time
of the valuation would be to ignore the facts of the case. While indi-
cating that the likelihood of any need of additional capital by a par-
81. Reinboth, Measurement of Risk it Public Utility Industries (193o) 6 JOURNAL
OF LAND AND PUBLIC UTILITY ECONOMICS 83, 295.
82. MOODY, MANUAL OF INDUSTRIALS. Standard Statistics also supports this con-
clusion, 3 STANDARD TRADE AND SECURITIES (Statistical Section).
83. Dorau, Public Utility Financing, 1gg-1925 (1925) 1 JOURNAL OF LAND AND
UTILITY ECONOMICS 305.
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ticular water company was small, the Commission granted a return of
8 per cent. on the grounds that it would be difficult to obtain funds at a
lower rate. 4 To thus grant a rate of return necessary to attract cap-
ital which the utility did not need nor contemplate seeking was clearly
in contradiction to the facts of the case.
Unlike several other commissions the Pennsylvania Commission
in setting the fair rate of return gave little consideration to the finan-
cial set-up of the particular utility or to the price of capital. In 1915
the New York Commission allowed a return of 6.75 per cent. on a fair
value of $584,961. This rate of return was largely dictated by the
fact that it would be sufficient to pay the holders of $2oo,ooo of bonds
a 6 per cent. return and an 8 per cent. return on $3oo,ooo of bonds.85
Similarly in 1926 the New York Commission refused a telephone
company's claim for an 8 per cent. return and instead allowed 7 per cent.
on the grounds that it was a reasonable return in view of the fact that
the actual cost of money was 6.4 per cent. and that an offering of 6.5
per cent. preferred stock had been oversubscribed at a premium.80 The
Massachusetts Commission ruled in 1916 that where one half of the
investment consisted of bonds paying 4.7 per cent., a return of 6 per
cent. was sufficient since it left 7.3 per cent. for stockholders.8 In
I919 the Nebraska Commission held that a return of 7 per cent. on
investment was excessive where the average rate of interest and divi-
dends was approximately 6 per cent. s s The Indiana Commission in
192o held that inasmuch as a gas company paid but 5 per cent. on the
money invested in its plant there was no justification for an increase
in the rate of return because there had been an increase in the cost of
money.8 9 In their dissenting opinion in the Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone case Justices Brandeis and Holmes argued that inasmuch as the
greater part of utility capital is supplied by bondholders who are pri-
marily concerned with the safety of their investment, the rate of return
to which the particular utility is entitled should be the price paid by the
utility for the capital used in constructing and operating its plant.90
The Johnstown'Water Company, at the time of its valuation in
1922, had $690,000 of 5 per cent. bonds and $375,000 of stock out-
standing. On the Pennsylvania Commission's fair value of $4,750,000
the company was entitled to a 7 per cent. return, or $332,5oo. Deduct-
ing the 5 per cent. return due to bondholders there remained $298,000
84. Montrose v. Consumers Water Co. of Montrose, 3 P. S. C. 265 (1918).
85. Edwards v. Glen Telephone Co., P. U. R., 1916 B, 940.
86. In re New York Telephone Co., P. U. R., 192o F, 6o6.
87. Bay State Rate Case, P. U. R. 1916 F, 221.
88. In re Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph Co., P. U. R. 1919 A, 35.
89. In re Columbia Gas Light Co., P. U. R. 1926 F, 6o6.
go. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. Public Service Commission of Missouri,
262 U. S. 276, 306, 307 (1923).
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for the holders of the $375,000 of stock. It may be argued that on
the basis of fixed capital of $3,338,000, the return was not excessive
because the accumulation of a large fixed capital in proportion to the
outstanding securities may have been due in considerable part to good
management. However, the public protection against competition and
the growth in population were also contributing factors in the com-
pany's success for which the stockholders should not be remunerated. 91
The Armstrong Water Company, valued in 1926 at $400,ooo, had
outstanding $350,000 of 5 per cent. bonds and $75,000 in stock. After
deducting $17,5oo bond interest from the allowable income of $28,000
there remained $10,500 or 14 per cent. available for return on the stock.
The actual sum available for dividends exceeded 14 per cent. for sev-
eral years between 1928 and 1933.92
To set the rate of return for an established utility at the current
rate of return on new investments without regard to the actual cost
of capital to the company, especially where the major part was obtained
through bonds, would during a period of high rates pay excessive
returns to the stockholders, and unusually low returns during a period
of low rates.93 Our study of the Pennsylvania Commission's fixing
of the fair rate of return indicates that for the first twenty years of its
existence it considered the rate of return an inflexible factor in the
ascertainment of a utility's allowable income. In spite of the fact that
since 1909 the United States Supreme Court had recognized that no
one rate of return was applicable to all utilities and that the nature of
the particular utility was to be considered in setting the rate, the Penn-
sylvania Commission in almost every case, whether water, electric,
bridge, telephone or other utility, clung tenaciously to 7 per cent. Dif-
ferences in risk attending various utilities, cost of capital, financial
structure, efficiency and the past financial history of the utility being
valued played a small, if any, part in the Commission's consideration.
Although it is evident from a study of utility valuation that many Com-
missions gave the rate of return the same slight consideration as did
91. Cauffiel v. Johnstown Water Co., 5 P. S. C. 718 (1922).
92. Kittanning v. Armstrong Water Co., 8 P. S. C. 176 (1926).
93. Whitten and Wilcox conclude that: "Without doubt the rule that fixes the
rate of return to be allowed at the monetary rate of return applicable to new invest-
ments in the same community disregarding the actual cost of capital to the utility, has
the effect of duplicating the difficulties inherent in the fair value rule. No stable
financial structure can be erected in the public utility field, even under public regula-
tion so long as neither the investment nor the rates of return is stable or capable of
ascertainment at any given time except through the expensive and long-drawn out
process of rate litigation." 2 WHITmN AND WILCOX, VALUATION OF PUBLIC SERVICE
COPOATIONS (2d rev. ed. 1928) 1193.
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the Pennsylvania Commission, it is also apparent from our discussion
that several Commissions gave actual consideration, as reflected in the
rate of return allowed, to such elements as efficiency of management,
financial structure, and changes in business conditions.
